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Recruit people for your
business
You may be about to recruit your first member

This involves making sure that you:

of staff or you may have had problems recruiting

1. work out exactly what you need the new

staff in the past. You may simply want to explore
how to recruit staff suitable for your business.
Whatever the size of your business, recruiting
staff can be expensive and time-consuming.
It is important that at the end of the process you

member of staff to do
2. identify how you will judge all applicants’
abilities
3. decide how you will get the right type of
applicant interested in the job

have recruited a member of staff who can do

4. choose the right person for the job

what you need them to do.

5. make sure you can improve the way you
recruit staff in the future

What you need to do
•

identify the main tasks that the new recruit will need to carry out

•

identify the skills, knowledge, abilities and experience the new recruit must have and how to judge
these

•

decide the stages you will have in the recruitment process and the timings of these

•

decide who will help you in the recruitment process and what they will do

•

make sure the recruitment process you will follow is legal and fair to all

•

decide what terms and conditions of employment you will offer the new recruit

•

make sure everyone who needs to knows you are recruiting staff

•

advertise for staff in ways that will give you the widest choice of suitable applicants

•

make sure the advertisement, and any information you give to applicants, is clear and accurate

•

make sure the applicants fully understand what the job involves

•

carry out all interviews in the same way and don’t ask questions you are not legally allowed to ask

•

make sure you feel confident that the applicant you choose will be able to do the job

•

consistently and accurately record how the skills, abilities, knowledge and experience of each
applicant match those you are looking for
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•

make sure you keep any personal information about applicants confidential

•

make sure you choose a particular applicant because of their skills, abilities, knowledge and
experience and not for other reasons

•

make sure you ask for and check references

•

decide how you will judge whether or not the recruitment process has been successful

What you need to know and understand
Recruitment
•

how to identify which skills, knowledge, abilities and experience are needed to carry out the main
tasks of the job and those that are not essential but that you would like them to have

•

how to judge applicants’ knowledge, skills, abilities and experience against those needed for the
job

•

which people should be involved in the recruitment process

•

how to find out about laws which apply to recruiting staff. (For example employment law, contract
law, health and safety law and equal opportunities law.)

•

what terms and conditions of employment you should offer recruits. (For example the rights and
responsibilities you and they will have under their contract of employment, pay scales or discipline
and grievance procedures.)

•

what information you may need to prepare to explain the job to applicants

•

what records to keep

•

what information you need to keep confidential

•

how to check references

•

how to judge whether the process you followed to choose a recruit has been successful and
whether you would change it next time you recruit
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Advertising
•

the costs and advantages of the different ways of advertising vacancies. (For example placing an
advert in the ‘situations vacant’ section of local and national newspapers and magazines, hiring a
consultancy firm or employment agency, advertising the position to current staff and through links
with schools, colleges and universities.)

•

how to choose an appropriate way of advertising the job

•

how to negotiate terms with a chosen provider of advertising

•

how to present information about the job and make sure your advertisements are accurate

•

what the terms and conditions of the job are and how to present these

Interviewing
•

how to decide who should be interviewed

•

how to judge the skills, abilities, knowledge and experience of the applicants you interview

•

how to interview applicants

•

what you are legally allowed to ask applicants and what you are not allowed to ask

•

how to test applicants, and the benefits and disadvantages of this
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Review the skills your business
needs
Whatever the size of your business it is important

This involves:

to make sure that you have got the right skills to

1. working out the skills your business needs

ensure your business can deliver its products or

2. identifying what skills currently exist in your

services to the customer. To do this, you need to
look critically at what skills your business needs

business
3. deciding how any skills gaps will be filled

and decide how best to meet them.

What you need to do
•

review the activities of your business and identify what skills are needed to make the products or
provide the service, manage your business, run your business on a day-to-day basis

•

review how often each type of skill and ability is needed

•

assess what skills people already involved in your business have and decide if there is any shortfall

•

decide on the best way to get the skills your business needs

•

work out how much it will cost your business to train existing staff or get new staff with those skills

•

look at whether your business’s needs for skills and abilities is likely to change in the future

What you need to know and understand
Business needs
•

how to decide what skills are needed to run all parts of your business. (For example managing
your business, marketing and sales, customer service, administration and technical support.)

•

whose contribution should be reviewed. (For example management, staff, subcontractors, nonexecutive directors or advisers.)

•

how to work out which activities should be done by other people
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•

how to assess the number of staff needed

Recruitment
•

the different ways you can employ people. (For example full time, part time, permanent,
temporary or using professionals)

•

how to assess the costs and benefits of different staffing options for your business:
costs (such as fees, additional wages, redundancy or incentive packages); and
benefits (such as added value of people, new business opportunities or increase in motivation
and satisfaction)

Developing staff
•

what options there are for training staff. (For example taking time to train someone yourself,
sending staff on courses or bringing a trainer into your business.)

•

what the costs may be for training staff. (For example fees or covering the job while the training is
going on.)
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Sub-contract work for your
business
Most small businesses use other businesses to

This involves making sure that you:

carry out services such as preparing accounts,

1. agree contracts for the services and supplies

designing an image for your business, installing

you need for your business

and maintaining technology and other

2. deal with failures to meet contracts

equipment, taking away waste or supplying

3. negotiate with suppliers to improve future

components, materials, tools or equipment. It is

contracts

important to make sure that you get the kind of
services or supplies you need from a
sub-contractor.

What you need to do
•

make sure that current and future services or supplies will meet your requirements

•

make sure that both you and the sub-contractor understand what will be delivered by them and
on what terms

•

make sure there are appropriate ways to communicate between your business and the subcontractor

•

confirm with the sub-contractor how you will check that their performance meets requirements

•

identify, record and identify the reasons for any failures to meet requirements

•

arrange for payment to be made in line with contract performance and record the reasons for any
payment that differs from the terms of the original contract

•

resolve any failures, record how they have been resolved and inform contractors

•

seek legal advice where necessary

•

make sure that requests to vary the terms of the contract are reasonable, justified by the facts and
recorded

•

agree any alterations with the contractor and inform them of the implications

•

keep relevant people informed about requirements, the details of the contract between your
business and the contractor, any failures to meet requirements and any changes to arrangements
with contractors
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What you need to know and understand
Sub-contracting work
•

what the agreed terms and conditions for each contract are

•

what the standards of performance in service or supply for each contract are

•

how to assess whether contract performance meets the requirements of your business

•

how to identify causes of failure to meet required performance and make sure they are not
repeated

•

how to resolve failure to meet requirements. (For example obtaining redress, varying the contract,
initiating discussions between customers and sub-contractors and getting alternative subcontractors.)

•

how to get advice about seeking redress for unsatisfactory performance, including taking legal
action

•

what systems there are for recording variations in performance and agreed corrective actions

Laws and regulations
•

what the legal requirements are for contracted services, including:
contract law;
The Health and Safety at Work Act; and
The Environmental Protection Act

Communication
•

how to communicate with sub-contractors and other relevant people
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Work with a board in a social
enterprise
Social enterprises can be directed by many

This involves making sure that:

different kinds of governing body, including

1. the right people are on it

boards of directors, management committees

2. the board members understand what the

and trustees, depending in part on whether or

social enterprise is trying to achieve and how

not the social enterprise is an incorporated body.

it is run

Whatever they are called they have an important
role to play in social enterprise. Working closely
with them to make sure they have the right
membership, skills, information and clarity of
role will help them to make decisions that fully
support the work of the organisation. To keep it
simple, the terms ‘board’ and ‘board members’
have been used. These can be replaced by
whichever words fit the model used by each
organisation.

3. the board members have the right skills and
knowledge to carry out their role
4. the board has all the up-to-date information it
needs
5. the board and managers clearly understand
what each is responsible for
6. information is presented to the board in a
way that is useful
7. other stakeholders are involved with the
board

What you need to do
•

help to choose and elect board members

•

make sure board members have information about their legal responsibilities, the legal structure
of the social enterprise and the codes of conduct they are expected to follow

•

make sure that board members’ training and development needs are identified and met

•

carry out your work in a way that aims to create a good working relationship with the board

•

identify the limits of your power as a manager, as set out in the social enterprise’s constitution

•

identify which actions and decisions need the board’s formal approval and negotiate and agree
rules with the board about:
who is responsible;
what can be delegated; and
who has authority to take particular actions
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•

tell the board about any changes to corporate law that may affect the social enterprise

•

bring important information about the social enterprise to the board’s attention, analysing it and
producing proposals, with options when necessary, in ways that the board can easily understand
and use

•

help the board decide which issues it needs to look at and help it to take essential decisions, using
the principles, guidelines and rules it has adopted

•

respond to the board’s instructions, requests and enquiries and carry out actions decided by the
board

•

encourage stakeholders to be involved in deciding which direction the social enterprise should
take and make sure that stakeholders have information about how to influence and challenge the
board’s decisions

•

help the board and key stakeholders to communicate effectively with each other

•

help the board review its performance and be answerable to stakeholders

What you need to know and understand
Boards
•

how to use the values and principles of the social enterprise to develop the membership and
powers of the board and the board’s relationship with stakeholders

•

what the legal duties and responsibilities of a board are and what code of conduct they are
expected to follow, especially relating to their actions and possible conflicts of interest, and on
what grounds a board member can be dismissed

•

what skills and knowledge board members need and what learning and development
opportunities are available for them

•

whether employees can be board members

•

what must be dealt with at an annual general meeting and how to call an extraordinary general
meeting

•

what voting rights each board member holds and the number of votes needed to pass different
types of resolution
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•

what powers and responsibilities the legal constitution of the social enterprise gives to managers
and board members

•

how to help the board develop policies and strategies that will improve the social enterprise’s
performance

•

how to make sure the board’s guidelines are followed in managing and running the social
enterprise and when management matters should be brought to the board’s attention

•

how to check that the board’s decisions are legal, and in line with the enterprise’s vision, strategy
and policies

•

how to make the board understand why it is important to communicate with stakeholders

•

how to use quality assurance to make sure that managers and board members complete their
legal duties with care and attention and what actions to take if the board fails to act with care and
attention

Law and regulations
•

what the latest developments in corporate law affecting the social enterprise are

•

what the benefits and disadvantages of becoming incorporated are and when to consider it

Strategic planning
•

how to develop the social enterprise’s strategy, prepare a strategic plan that reflects the social
enterprise’s stated purpose and vision and use the strategic plan to help design ways to run the
social enterprise

Social performance or social return
•

how to report on social performance or social return, and whether commercial objectives have
been met and how social and commercial objectives affect each other

Stakeholders
•

how to keep stakeholders informed about the board’s decisions, which stakeholders can challenge
the board’s decisions and how they can do it and when to involve stakeholders in decisions that
the board is making
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•

what different ways stakeholders can take part in and direct social enterprises and how to help
stakeholders deal with things that prevent them from being involved

Decision making
•

how to analyse information to identify patterns and trends and prioritise issues because of how
important or urgent they are

•

how to test whether information is valid and reliable before it is used to make decisions

•

how to use the social enterprise’s values and purpose when making decisions about running the
social enterprise

•

how to delegate decision-making but still be responsible
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Change job roles and handle
redundancy
Sometimes, because of changed economic

lead to staff being given new job roles and having

circumstances or re-organisation of your

to make some staff redundant.

business, there is a need to review and revise
staff roles. This can arise because there is over-

This involves making sure that you:

capacity in part of your business, your business

1. make changes to job roles

requires staff with a different skill set or where

2. move staff to new jobs

your business merges with or transfers to

3. make staff redundant

another. The outcome of this kind of review can

What you need to do
•

carry out a review of staff roles and responsibilities and decide what changes you need to make

•

provide clear and accurate information on any proposed redeployment or redundancy to relevant
people at the appropriate time

•

give opportunities for relevant people to comment on proposed redeployment or redundancy and
to contribute to any plans for its implementation

•

make sure your case for the proposed redeployment or redundancy is clear and supported by
sound evidence

•

make sure your plans for redeployment or redundancy are:
comprehensive, accurate and consistent with your business’s values and objectives;
take account of the personal qualities, situation and preferences of those involved;
are consistent with current employment law; and
provide equal opportunities for all those suitably qualified to benefit

•

get and provide sufficient resources to meet the costs of redeployment or redundancy

•

make sure that you consult with the individuals affected or their representatives and explain and
discuss the reasons for the change

•

make sure that all redeployment options are considered before taking the decision to let staff go

•

make sure that you get appropriate advice and support when redeploying staff or making them
redundant
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•

make sure that employees or their representatives are informed about the:
reasons for the proposed job changes and/or redundancies;
numbers and descriptions of employees affected;
proposed method of selecting those who may be made redundant; and
how redundancy payments, other than the legal minimum, will be calculated

•

make sure that any procedures followed or actions taken are in line with employment legislation
covering redeployment and redundancy

•

make sure that you get specific legal advice on the current laws concerning merger/take-over/
acquisition where that is relevant

•

provide information and advice on voluntary and compulsory redundancy procedures and make
sure that any provision for help in finding alternative employment is communicated to staff
affected

•

carry out exit administration according to agreed processes, schedules and budgets

•

make sure that staff are dealt with courteously and tactfully, and that confidentiality is maintained
at all times

•

maintain complete and accurate records of the redeployment or redundancy process

What you need to know and understand
Planning
•

what is involved in carrying out a review of staff roles and responsibilities

•

how to plan for redeployment or redundancy and make sure that these plans are consistent with
the values and objectives of your business

•

how important it is to take account of the personal qualities, competences, situation and
preferences of those involved and understand the constraints which affect the extent to which
these factors can influence your final plans

•

how to estimate and get the resources needed to support redeployment and redundancy

Redeployment and redundancy
•

what the types of situations are in which redeployment or redundancy may be appropriate
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•

what the factors are that influence decisions on whether redeployment is a feasible option in
terms of the medium or long term interests of your business

•

how to ensure that your decisions and actions are fair and impartial and take equal opportunities
into account

•

what your redeployment or redundancy policy and procedures are and how to apply them

•

how to work within the available resources and budgets for redeployment or redundancy

•

how to locate, access and make use of sources of internal and external advice and information (for
example, outplacement and counselling, job seeking, entitlements and benefits)

•

how to work within a definite timetable for regular reports and acceptable format for providing
relevant information

Communication
•

how to construct and present a case for redeployment or redundancy in a way which will positively
influence decision making

•

how to communicate the reasons for redeployment or redundancy clearly and simply to the
people concerned

•

how to listen and respond appropriately to questions and concerns raised by people affected by
the redeployment or redundancy or those acting on their behalf

•

how important it is and by what means to consult on redeployment or redundancy plans

Formation handling
•

how to keep full and accurate records of redeployment or redundancy decisions and outcomes

•

how to maintain confidentiality when planning and implementing redeployment or redundancy

Legal requirements
•

how to ensure that policies, plans, decisions and actions in relation to redeployment or
redundancy are in line with current employment law, especially where merger/take-over/
acquisitions are concerned

•

how to apply the Data Protection Act and its implications for redundancy procedures
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•

Where to get specialist advice (for example, from ACAS, trade associations, HR consultants or
lawyers)
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Deal with workplace problems or
disputes
Most businesses encounter problems with

This involves making sure that you:

the conduct, capability or behaviour of

1. set up discipline and grievance procedures for

individuals. Employers are required by law to
have procedures for dealing with discipline and

your business
2. implement discipline and grievance

grievance. A formal procedure for conducting
interviews can take the heat out of the situation

procedures
3. check that your procedures and actions are in

and help resolve problems. It is important

line with current employment legislation

therefore to have a clear understanding of your
role and responsibilities in this and ensure that
your actions are fair and impartial and comply
with current employment law.

What you need to do
•

put in place clear written procedures for dealing with issues like discipline and grievance and make
sure they are brought to the attention of all staff

•

make sure your discipline and grievance procedures are consistent with the standards set out in
the statutory discipline procedures

•

make sure that staff are clear about the differences in approach to:
taking disciplinary action; and
responding to a grievance of a member of staff

•

make sure that disciplinary action is designed to encourage better performance and improve
conduct, using dismissal only as a last resort

•

follow the 3 step procedure for resolving disputes required by law

•

provide information and advice to others on organisational policies and systems in relation to
discipline and grievance procedures in your business

•

make sure that your staff are fully informed about nature and sequence of these procedures
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•

advise others on who should be involved and clarify the role of any employee representative or
accompanying colleague where appropriate

•

implement discipline and grievance procedures fairly and consistently

•

implement discipline and grievance procedures in an impartial and timely way

•

make sure that the procedures are in line with your business’s values and policies

•

maintain respect for the individual and the need for confidentiality when implementing discipline
and grievance procedures

•

make sure your records of proceedings and outcomes are accurate, complete and available only
to authorised people

•

get appropriate and reliable advice on dismissal from relevant people or organisations, where
appropriate

•

make sure that the way you dismiss any individual is fair, impartial and takes place at an
appropriate time

•

give clear reasons for dismissal to the individual concerned at a level and pace appropriate to
them

•

provide accurate and non-confidential information regarding the dismissal to other staff in a way
which maintains confidence and morale

•

have clear procedures for dealing with disputes involving trade unions if they are recognised by
your company

•

ensure there is an appropriate appeals procedure in place

What you need to know and understand
Discipline and grievance procedures
•

how to write clear and effective discipline and grievance procedures

•

what the situations are in which discipline and grievance procedures should be implemented

•

how to undertake a clear and impartial investigation

•

how to apply discipline and grievance procedures effectively

•

why it is important to give positive feedback as soon as conduct or behaviour improves

•

how the process of your business’s discipline and grievance procedures can work towards a
positive resolution of any problem
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•

how to be fair and impartial and respond in a timely way when implementing discipline and
grievance procedures

•

what your role and responsibilities are within the discipline and grievance procedures

Dismissal
•

how to ensure that all reasonable steps have been taken to improve the conduct or behaviour of
the individual concerned before deciding on dismissal

•

what your role and responsibilities are regarding the dismissal of staff

•

what the situations are in which advice and support of others might be required

•

who should be contacted for advice and support and in what context, for example, ACAS

•

how important it is to give clear written reasons to the individual being dismissed and how they
can appeal against that dismissal

•

what the best way is of telling an individual concerned the reasons for dismissal taking into
account the context and situation

Communications
•

how important it is to inform other staff about discipline and grievance procedures, at appropriate
times and using appropriate methods (for example, within written terms and conditions, during
induction and other relevant communication process)

•

what kind of communication and negotiation skills are needed to ensure that problems or
disputes can be quickly resolved in the interests of those affected

•

how important it is to maintain respect for the individual when dealing with discipline and
grievance procedures

•

how important it is to explain the dismissal and the reasons for it to other staff, without causing
any disrespect to the individual(s) concerned or breaking confidentiality
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Formation handling
•

how important it is to maintain confidentiality when dealing with discipline and grievance
procedures

•

what it means to keep good records of discipline and grievance matters

•

what the best methods are of keeping records in this context

Legal requirements
•

what the current legal requirements are that are relevant to discipline and grievance procedures,
for example, the 3 step procedure

•

what the current legal requirements are in Employment Law covering dismissal of staff

•

where to get specialist advice on the legal aspects of discipline, grievance and dismissal
procedures
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Improve relationships with
stakeholders in a social enterprise
Stakeholders are very important in any social

This involves:

enterprise. Stakeholders could be board

1. identifying different types of stakeholder

members, sponsors, funders, customers,

and how they might be involved in the social

members, staff members or volunteers. Making

enterprise

sure that you maximise their involvement in the

2. encouraging them to be involved

social enterprise and their links with you and

3. making sure they understand what they are

each other will ensure the social enterprise gains
the most benefit from them.

supposed to be doing
4. settling any conflicts of interest

What you need to do
•

identify the differences between different types of stakeholders, including stakeholders who may
have more than one role within the social enterprise

•

identify what the social enterprise can offer to each type of stakeholder

•

identify people and organisations that may be interested in becoming stakeholders

•

tell potential stakeholders about the social enterprise and agree with them what their involvement
will be

•

encourage stakeholders to be actively involved with the social enterprise and develop processes
that encourage their involvement, where necessary

•

tell stakeholders what their rights and responsibilities are

•

negotiate contracts and agreements with stakeholders

•

manage the differences in the rights and responsibilities of directors and other stakeholders in the
enterprise

•

deal with any possible conflicts of interest with and between stakeholders

•

make sure the spread of stakeholders represents the interests of the social enterprise in:
the local community;
networks;
partnerships; and
joint or collaborative projects
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What you need to know and understand
Stakeholders
•

the types of stakeholder the social enterprise needs

•

what roles can be successfully carried out by the same stakeholder, and what roles should be
carried out by different stakeholders

•

what rights and responsibilities potential stakeholders may want, or expect to have, in a social
enterprise

•

the types of formal relationships that can be offered to different types of stakeholder, including
those based on contracts, trade and membership

•

how to communicate effectively with different types of stakeholder

•

the types of activity that encourage stakeholders to become more involved in social enterprise

•

how to focus marketing and sales to encourage customers to become stakeholders

•

why it is important to involve staff as stakeholders and how to use employee supervision and
development to encourage and support employees and volunteers as stakeholders

•

how to design democratic processes so that they improve the way stakeholders take part in the
social enterprise and settle conflicts of interest between stakeholders

•

the buying methods and policies of stakeholder customers

•

the existing networks and partnerships that are relevant to the social enterprise

•

the membership rules that social enterprises can use, and the links between membership,
ownership and control

•

which local, community, voluntary or charity organisations are involved in the same, or similar,
products or services as the social enterprise
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Law and regulations
•

the legal rights of employees, customers and suppliers when negotiating contracts

•

how the rights and responsibilities of ownership and control can be decided and changed

Social objectives and purpose
•

which local, regional and national government organisations have strategic or operational duties
that are relevant to the social enterprise’s aims and objectives
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Make sure people in your business
can do their work
People are the most important asset in any

This involves making sure that you:

business whether they are directly employed

1. set performance targets for people in your

or not. Getting the right people, training them

business

and helping them improve their performance is

2. monitor people’s performance

therefore a vital part of setting up a business and

3. deal with poor performance

of its continuing successful development.

What you need to do
•

plan how people will undertake their work, identifying any priorities or critical activities and
making best use of the available resources

•

set targets for people that explain what they do and how they need to perform

•

explain the targets to the people involved and how their work will be assessed

•

allocate work to individual people on a fair basis taking account of their skills, knowledge,
understanding, experience, workloads and the opportunity for development

•

brief people on the work they have been allocated and the standard or level of expected
performance

•

encourage people to ask questions, make suggestions and seek clarification in relation to the work
they have been allocated

•

check the quality of work on a regular and fair basis against the standard or level of expected
performance

•

give clear and prompt feedback on performance and say how they can improve

•

recognise and reward success

•

promptly identify any poor performance and bring it directly to the attention of the person
concerned

•

give people the opportunity to discuss any actual or potential problems affecting their
performance

•

discuss these issues at a time and place appropriate to the type, seriousness and complexity of the
problem
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•

use information collected on the performance of individuals in any formal appraisal process

•

decide whether people would benefit from training

•

where necessary refer people to relevant support services

•

maintain respect for the individual and the need for confidentiality

•

keep records of personal details and performance strictly confidential

What you need to know and understand
Staff performance
•

how to plan the work required of people effectively, taking due account of health and safety issues
in the planning, allocation and checking of work

•

why it is important to set targets for the standard or level of expected performance

•

what type of performance targets can be set. (For example skills, competence, productivity, quality
and customer response.)

•

how to explain performance targets. (For example face-to-face or in writing)

•

how to regularly and fairly assess the progress and quality of work. (For example observing,
discussing and getting feedback from others, including customers and other relevant people.)

•

why it is important to brief people on the work they have been allocated and the standard or level
of expected performance and how to do so

•

how to provide constructive feedback to individuals that will help them improve what they do

•

how to enable and encourage people to ask questions, seek clarification, make suggestions and
talk frankly about their problems

•

how to make sure that people understand that any criticisms you make are about their work and
not about them personally

•

why it is important to identify unacceptable or poor performance and how to discuss the cause
and agree ways of improving performance with them

•

what type of problems and unforeseen events may occur and how to support people in dealing
with them
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•

how to agree and follow up a course of action with the individual concerned

•

how to log information on the ongoing performance of people and use this information for
performance appraisal purposes

•

what records to keep and who should see them in order to maintain confidentiality

Information and advice
•

what support services there are that you can refer people to

Business relationships
•

how to maintain respect for the individual

•

what the boundaries are beyond which you should not get involved in the individual’s problem

Motivating individuals
•

how to motivate individuals by recognising and rewarding success. (For example praise,
recognition in front of colleagues, rewards, benefits, pay rises.)

Laws and regulations
•

what the specific legislation, regulations, guidelines, codes of practice are that are related to
carrying out the work

•

what the requirements are for developing or maintaining knowledge, understanding, skills and
abilities relevant to the industry
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Plan what people your business
needs
If or when you need staff, you need to make

This involves making sure that you:

sure that you have got the right people and that

1. decide if you should employ staff

they do what you want them to. To do this, you

2. plan how to get staff

need to look critically at what skills your business

3. plan how to train your new staff

needs and decide how best to meet them.

What you need to do
•

compare the advantages and disadvantages of employing people

•

decide which ways of employing people best suit your business

•

decide what effect employing people will have on your business aims

•

work out clearly what people you need

•

plan how you will advertise for staff and how you will decide who to employ

•

work out what you will pay staff and match this with your business aims

•

work out, in detail, what you will expect your staff to do and how this will help you provide your
products or services to your customers

•

decide how you will train anyone you employ

•

decide how to put together training plans for the people you are going to employ

•

work out how you will meet all the legal requirements for employing staff

What you need to know and understand
Recruitment
•

what skills your business needs

•

how you can employ people. (For example full and part time, permanent and temporary or using
professionals.)
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•

how often and for how long you will need to employ people

•

what working conditions you will have to provide

•

how much it will cost to employ people and what effect it will have on your business outgoings

•

how to draw up and use job and people specifications and training plans

•

how staff can be recruited. (For example skills, experience and location.)

•

how much it costs to recruit new staff

•

what terms and conditions you should use to employ people. (For example nature of contracts,
pay scales, discipline and grievance system.)

Law and regulations
•

how to meet the laws and regulations for recruiting and employing staff

•

what laws and regulations you need to think about. (For example employment law, contract law,
health and safety law or equal opportunities law.)

Developing staff
•

what options there are for training staff. (For example taking time to train someone yourself,
sending staff on courses or getting someone in.)

•

how to identify staff training needs and draw up training plans
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